
Garbage and recycling plan 

May 19, 2016   
 
Recycling Plan 
We have implemented a comprehensive recycling program to divert as much material as possible out of the trash. There is a recycling Zone, in the Parker Street lot, next to the fence. We need your cooperation to implement the recycling plan. 

(1) Paper Newsprint & Cardboard on Vernon Drive The Green Paper/Newspaper and Cardboard Recycling Bin is next to the  Garbage bin..   - Remember to flatten the cardboard. 
(2) Glass Metal Plastic Glass Metal and Plastic goes in the blue “toter” bins next to the green cardboard bin. Sheet Glass is garbage. 
(3) Wood Recycling: We have a wood recycling bin on Vernon Drive that is labelled “Organics”  If you have small amounts of flattened wood, put it next to the bin (as it is locked) and a key holder will throw it in the bin.  
(4) Compost: Put your compost in a hallway green bin.  If there is lots, take it to the recycling zone and put it in the bin designated for compost. 
(5) Batteries:  Regular AAA, AA, C, D, etc.  batteries can be recycled in the battery bin in the recycling zone (loading bay and main floor hallway).   
(6) Electronics, household machines, batteries,  bulbs, paints and solvents recycling: You are responsible for taking any electronics recycling to electronics recycling centre (www.encorp.com).  The closest one to us is Bottle (and Electronics) recycling depot 960 Evans Avenue (North of Home depot behind the box company). 
(7) Gypsum/Drywall: You need to take this to the North Vancouver Transfer station (it is the closest drop off spot). 
(8) Clay/Plaster:  Include it with your regular garbage. Do NOT put clay down the sink!  Use a “gunk bucket” 
(9) Giving away or selling “stuff”: Post your stuff to get give away or sell on the Mergatroid Group Facebook page  The Mergatroi. 
(10) Furniture: If you have furniture to get rid of, leaving it somewhere is not “on.”  You need to take it to the dump or dismantle it and throw it away. 
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